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Elon Musk vs Magda Wierzycka:
Tensions rise on Twitter
I
n an interview with BizNews
editor-at-large
Jackie
Cameron, founder and
executive chair of Sygnia Magda
Wierzycka lambasted Tesla chief
executive Elon Musk, calling
out his market-moving social
media activities as fraudulent.
Tesla bought $1.5bn of Bitcoin
in early February, causing the
cryptocurrency to skyrocket in the
subsequent weeks following the
disclosure. Musk has been active
on Twitter since the beginning of
the year, moving the market on
a number of individual stocks
and cryptocurrencies given his
cult-like following. Musk called
Wierzycka’s claim inaccurate.
Two of the world’s greatest
innovators going head-to-head.
Entertainment personified. –
Justin Rowe-Roberts
(Bloomberg) – Elon Musk said
Tesla would allow transactions in
Bitcoin once mining is done with
more clean energy.
The executive said in a tweet
that he wants miners to use
about 50% clean energy. The
Cambridge Centre for Alternative Finance has estimated that
39% of crypto mining is powered
by renewable sources, mainly
hydroelectric.
It shows that Musk still sees a
future for wider Bitcoin adoption after he criticised the digital
currency for being an energy
hog and relying too much on

Musk has whipsawed Bitcoin and other digital tokens in the past few months. In
February, Tesla announced it had bought $1.5bn in Bitcoin and signalled its intent
to start accepting Bitcoin as payment for vehicles. In March, Musk tweeted, “you can
now buy a Tesla with Bitcoin,” only to say in May that the practice was suspended
due to concerns about fossil-fuel usage for Bitcoin mining and transactions.

fossil fuels. Bitcoin jumped 9%
on Sunday and traded at $39,580,
near a two-week high, as of 8am in
London on Monday.
“Elon’s stance seems to be moderating and providing a target that’s
not far away,” said Jonathan Cheesman, head of over-the-counter
and institutional sales at crypto
derivatives exchange FTX. “The
rally was already underway as the
market speculates about an imminent purchase from MicroStrategy

and the G-7 comments on crypto
were neutral, even optimistic,
about digital innovation.”
MicroStrategy, whose chief executive officer Michael Saylor has
become a vocal Bitcoin evangelist,
last week boosted a junk-bond
offering for the purposes of buying the cryptocurrency to $500m
from $400m.
Musk has whipsawed Bitcoin
and other digital tokens in the
past few months. In February,
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Tesla announced it had bought
$1.5bn in Bitcoin and signalled its
intent to start accepting Bitcoin as
payment for vehicles. In March,
Musk tweeted, “you can now
buy a Tesla with Bitcoin,” only
to say in May that the practice
was suspended due to concerns
about fossil-fuel usage for Bitcoin
mining and transactions.
Musk’s post on Sunday was in
reply to a report in CoinTelegraph,
which cited Magda Wierzycka,
executive chair of South African
asset manager Sygnia, as saying
Musk’s recent tweets on Bitcoin
should have prompted an investigation by the US Securities and
Exchange Commission.
“We may soon be closer to 50%
than you think,” Fred Thiel, CEO
of Marathon Digital Holdings,
said of Musk’s threshold for
clean-energy usage. “There is
already a big shift happening as
China shuts down Bitcoin mining
operations in provinces that were
primarily powered by coal.”
For more insight:
Bitcoin drops after Elon Musk
tweets cryptic crypto message
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New SAA investor Tshepo Mahloele on travel, trade

L

ast week, our partners at Bloomberg
reported that South Africa had agreed
to sell a majority stake in the country’s
grounded national carrier SAA to a local
jet-leasing company and private-equity firm.
The news was received with a collective sigh
of relief, as SAA has been a drain on state
finances for far too long. A consortium
comprised of Johannesburg-based Global
Airways, which owns recently launched
domestic airline Lift, and private-equity
firm Harith General Partners will take a
51% shareholding in South African Airways.
Tshepo Mahloele, the CEO at Harith, is
one of the originators of the $630m Pan
African Infrastructure Development Fund.
Mahloele has partnered with Gidon Novick,
the co-founder of Lift, who has stepped back
into the industry he was born into nine years
after stepping down as CEO of Comair. With
these two at the helm, SAA may just have
a fighting chance. BizNews founder Alec
Hogg spoke to Tshepo Mahloele about their
newest venture. – Nadya Swart
Tshepo Mahloele on being the new Chairman
of SAA
“You’ve seen that the journey that one has
traveled in the past – with regards to looking
for opportunities at the right time, perhaps
also at the right pricing level for entry from
a competitive point of view, from the various
angles that our platforms had … And this, as
you know, we tend to go look for a different

Tshepo Mahloele is the CEO at Harith
General Partners
angle to what everybody else will look for
in the market from a timing point of view.
And I think this one also represents one of
those challenges.
But it’s very much what I want to call
a calculated risk; we look at what the
opportunity is, we look at what we have in
our arsenal of capabilities and partners that
we can take on to enhance some of the other
plays that we have within our portfolio and
then take it from there. And we believe that
aviation, with regards to the African region
represents that opportunity right now, that I
really believe in the next three years will look
very different to where we are today.”

On the beginnings of Harith
“I think it’s a bit of a sad situation, Alec,
that one finds there. One gets very short
of actually calling it fake news because it’s
incomprehensible that people up to now still
don’t get it – what our story has been and how
Harith got started. Even with regards to, let’s
say, the funds that Harith raised when we
initially started the first fund. It came from
over nine investors in the fund. [It’s all] good
and well, one of those was the Government
Employees Pension Fund. But there were
the likes of ABSA, Old Mutual African
Development Banks, pension funds of Ghana.
So we had a whole multiplicity of investors
in the funds that we were managing and all
for us looking at the African infrastructure
opportunity there – which everybody at that
stage was saying there was not enough deal
flow for infrastructure private equity funding
on the continent.
And if you look now 15 years down the line,
we can’t even find enough money to address
the infrastructure backlog that is there, and
everybody is coming in – scrambling for those
opportunities. But we started it long ago. And
from a Harith point of view; when we started,
whilst our seed funding came from the PIC,
the initial fund manager was a private sector
entity. We had Absa and Old Mutual even
as shareholders in the fund management
business, so it was never meant or supposed
to be a public sector platform or public sectorowned vehicle. It has always been one wherein
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investors had their interests.”
Listen to the full interview
Read also:
SAA getting its wings back –
partnership sees 51% of airline in
private hands

Shareholders really don’t have a say – Govender

S

tar asset manager Delphine Govender
joined the BizNews Power Hour to
give her view of the situation as a
steward of shareholder funds. “It does
feel as though [Naspers] management are
very well aware that the shareholders, the
outside shareholders, or the minorities as
they tend to refer to, [they] have little in
terms of actual rights.” – Claire Badenhorst

Delphine Govender on what has been
happening with Naspers
“I guess the reality is that there’s a fantastic
asset inside the Naspers/Prosus corporate
structure called Tencent, and it’s delivered
phenomenal returns to owners of that asset
around the world for the last 20 years,
effectively since Naspers bought Tencent. But
the structures through which those returns are
accessed have become quite convoluted and
complicated, to the point where – as we sit
here today in 2021 – the Naspers entity trades
at a significant discount to its ownership in
Tencent – the underlying asset, which is
obviously the Chinese-listed company – and
now we own that through Prosus, which is
a new entity that was installed just over two
years ago. So Prosus owns Tencent, Naspers
owns 72% of Prosus and Prosus trades at a
discount to its ownership in Tencent and
Naspers trades at a further discount to its
ownership, both in Prosus and then effectively
in Tencent.
So the question that has been plaguing
shareholders has been why these discounts

The rationale was that Naspers’s weight in
South Africa on the JSE would reduce and
then Naspers’s stake in Prosus reduces from
around the 73% level to around 57%. But in
order to achieve that there would now be
a cross-shareholding where Naspers owns
57% of Prosus and Prosus owns about 50%
of Naspers. So the reason for the transaction
is to reduce the significant weight Naspers has
in the South African market but the effect
of it is also that it really, as I’ve explained,
increases complexity.

Delphine Govender is co-founder and
CIO at Perpetua Investment Managers
continue to exist and what management’s
intentions are and actions are to assist in the
unlock. Now, we’ve got quite a few reasons for
why we think they exist, but if we had to just
locate the concerns to this specific transaction.
So in May this year, Naspers and Prosus
management came out with a transaction
that they basically said, currently, remember,
Naspers owns about 73% of Prosus, Prosus
is listed on the international stock market,
Naspers is listed in South Africa and it has
a very wide public shareholding. Effectively,
what the transaction was, was that Prosus
would make an offer to buy 45% of Naspers’s
shares such that the eventual outcome
would be that Naspers’s public shareholding
would reduce to about 50% versus the 96%.

From a shareholder’s point of view, we’re just
trying to understand how do we unlock the
current 50-odd percent discount. Naspers
currently trades at a 50% discount to its
underlying investments, and we cannot see
how this transaction serves to sustainably
unlock that discount. Several shareholders
are all perplexed as to why this transaction
would be put on the table.”
Listen to the full interview

BizNews 360 Potgooi
(met Charl Botha)
Magnus Heystek gesels oor sy loopbaan
Magnus Heystek is seker een van dié mees bekende en invloedryke
markkommentators in Suid Afrika. In die potgooi wou ek by hom hoor hoe dit
als begin het; hoe hy in die bedryf beland het en dit reggekry het om Brenthurst
uit te bou tot een van Suid Afrika se beste boutiek welvaartsondernemings.

Besoek BizNewsRadio.com om
nog potgooie te luister
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Investing in residential property doesn’t make sense

B

izNews editor-at-large Jackie
Cameron had a fantastic interview
with Counterpoint value fund
manager Piet Viljoen, in which they went
back to basics. With many of us paying
– perhaps – too much attention to Mr
Market’s movements, it is refreshing to
get Viljoen’s perspective on everything
from the fundamentals of value investing
to the benefits (or lack thereof, in Viljoen’s
view) of investing in residential real estate
in South Africa. Also, it’s always a plus to
hear what this expert has on his radar and
in his portfolio. – Nadya Swart
Piet Viljoen on what a value investor does
“We tend to buy assets at a discount to the
present value of the future cash flows we expect
them to generate. And the cheaper the better.
The less you pay for anything in the future
the better because we feel that the future is
so unpredictable and unforecastable that we
don’t want to pay a lot for a rosy picture. So
we try to pay as little as possible. And every
now and then you get opportunities to do
that in different sectors and different assets.”
On whether things are currently ‘on sale’ or
overheated in South Africa
“I think things are still pretty much on sale.
Asset prices are up quite a bit off the lows of
last year – the pandemic-caused lows, but
their valuation is not stretched by any stretch
of the imagination. I mean, I think valuations

“No. I rent, I don’t own residential property.
I rent. I think it makes no financial sense at
all. I do think it makes sense from security
and from a sense of belonging and all those
issues. I think owning a home makes sense
for that. But as a financial investment, I don’t
think they make sense at all.”

are reasonable and – in some cases – very,
very cheap. So, we still think there’s quite a
few bargains around. South Africa still is very
much not the flavour of the day. Most South
Africans would rather invest offshore than
onshore, and understandably so. But I think
that the pendulum has probably moved too
far in one direction, [and] probably needs
to move back a little bit, at least to the other
direction.”

On why investing in residential property
doesn’t make sense
“The cost of homeownership is extremely
high. If you take the frictional cost of buying
and selling, all the brokerage and taxes and
everything you have to pay – number one –
and then the cost of maintaining a house…
It’s huge. It runs 2% to 4% per annum of the
value of the house, and it tends to be lumpy
as well. There’s always a pipe breaking and
a roof that needs to be fixed and a geyser
breaking – there’s always stuff happening –
and it needs to be painted every now and
then. And the other thing that happens to
houses – after about 10, 12 years – it becomes
quite old and you need to remodel to keep
it sort of in pristine condition. So all those
things need to be taken into account. It’s not
only what you pay for it and what you can
sell it for. There’s a whole lot of costs that
happen in between that people tend not to
take account of.”

On whether residential property and in
particular South African luxury lifestyle and
estate properties are a good investment

On whether political developments in SA play
a role in his investment planning
“Oh, very much so. I think when you are

Piet Viljoen – the ultimate value investor

planning your investments as a South African,
you have to make sure you have a diversified
portfolio. Even though South African assets
are cheap, it would be foolhardy to have all
your assets in South Africa.”

Steven Nathan on Naspers, Alexander Forbes

S

teven Nathan, founder of 10X
Investments, joined the BizNews
Power Hour to comment on the
management of Naspers and the giant’s
precarious position. Another significant
deal, Alexander Forbes’ sale of its life
insurance to Sanlam, was also discussed
with Nathan’s knack for explaining complex
financial structures in simple terms ever
present. – Nadya Swart

On the relevance of Alexander Forbes selling
its life insurance business to Sanlam
“So Alexander Forbes has a name, a
household name, really, as an administrator
of pension funds in South Africa. They are
the largest pension fund administrator, but

over the years they’ve diversified that business
very significantly. So, not only were they in
pension funds, they’ve gone into investment
management, they have a large multi-manager.
They’ve gone into insurance; they had a
short-term insurance business, they have a
life insurance business. They went into Africa
and they went overseas. A lot of what they did
actually wasn’t very good. So they are exiting a
lot of those businesses to get back to (kind of)
their core, what they call their sort of advice
business for clients – both retirement fund
clients, so pension funds, and also individuals.
And they’ve been selling off these non-core
businesses and they’ve sold off their shortterm insurance business to Momentum. I
think it was about R600m, roughly. I think
that was the price. And now they’re selling
off their life insurance business.
So this is a business that underwrites life
insurance, that takes the actual risk; when
claims go badly, then they obviously have
underwriting losses. But it’s also [a] very
capital-intensive business. So you need to hold
quite a lot of regulatory capital. So they are
trying to move away from the so-called capital
heavy businesses to capital light businesses
and focus much more on kind of services as
opposed to a capital head business. And you
mentioned the price – R100m; it does look
low. If you look at that business a few years
ago, if we go back to – I think it’s about 2019 –
that business was making an operating profit
of about R90m. Now that’s before some costs,
but it does look like it’s a business that has

suffered in the last few years. But the price
does look low from the outside.
But one would expect that internally they
would have done a proper thorough corporate
finance sale and an arm’s length sale and gone
to test it in the marketplace because there
is always a little bit of concern that Sanlam
and Alexander Forbes and throw in African
Rainbow Capital, are all very close. There’s
cross shareholdings and businesses being
bought and sold amongst each other. And
it just so happens to be that Sanlam is the
buyer on this occasion. But I would expect
that from a corporate governance perspective,
there was an arm’s length sale that has taken
place there.”
On the management style at Naspers from
an investor’s perspective
“From an investor’s perspective, Naspers
has been a knockout performer on the JSE.
I mean, it really has been a share that has
almost single-handedly lifted the JSE over
the last 20 years. Its performance has been
staggering, even on a global scale if you
compare it to people who had investors
[in the] early stage in Google or Facebook.
Naspers, because of their Tencent investment,
is one of the most legendary transactions in
the history of investing. As South Africans,
we have to be incredibly grateful and thankful
for that because most pension funds and most
investors will have some portion of Naspers in
their portfolio. So, the long-term track record
is exceptional. The concern really is over the

last few years. What is the best way to unlock
shareholder value? Because the bottom line
is when you are a listed company and you
have shareholders, your primary objective or
your responsibility to those shareholders is
to maximise the return on the investment.”
Listen to the full interview
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Cape Independence: A chimera
or potential reality?
Phil Craig is one of many individuals rooting for Cape Independence. The spokesperson for
the Cape Independence Advocacy Group (CIAG) joined the BizNews Power Hour to discuss
the idea – and possibility – of Cape secession. Craig tells Alec Hogg that CIAG wants “outright
independence secession”, while parties like the DA “are not there yet, but have moved heavily
towards autonomy.” He also weighs in on the Private Members Bill, explaining what it is and
where it began. – Jarryd Neves
Phil Craig on his role in Cape
Independence
“I’m the spokesperson for the
Cape Independence Advocacy Group (CIAG) and on this
occasion, the various groups or
several of the groups in the independence movement made a joint
statement – and I was in the hot
seat to do that. We are making
really significant traction. It’s
something that’s not going away
because the problems that have
caused it are getting greater and
not lesser.”
On the different advocacy/political organisations and their
shared problem
“We all recognise there’s a huge
problem that’s coming from the
dominant political centre – which
is the ANC – and that the future
for the Western Cape is having
more power. How much more
power? On that, there’s a debate
between us all. For us, we want
outright independence and
secession. The DA are not there
yet, but they’ve moved heavily
towards autonomy. Part of that is
a change of philosophy, sort of.
Most of that actually is [that] in-

sions of the Constitution and the
law as absolute. They’re in a situation where they see problems,
understand the problem, understand the cause of the problem
and understand the solution – but
feel they can’t actually enact that
solution because something in
the Constitution, the ANC or the
division of powers stops them.”
CIAG spokesperson Phil Craig
dependence is a movement that’s
led by the people of the Western
Cape.
It’s not come from a political
party, then down to the people
– it’s a real people’s movement.
This latest move is symbolic of
the strength of the movement,
now forcing political parties to
start taking it seriously and start
engaging, to some extent, with
what the people want.”
On the DA (Democratic Alliance)
“I think the DA’s position is an
interesting one. I’ve always said
that the DA have got themselves
trapped in a box of their own
making. The DA see the provi-

S

On the possibility of a Western
Cape independence referendum
“One of the fascinating things
with the Referendums Act as it
currently stands, is that the referendum doesn’t have to be just on
one question. I think what we’re
likely to see is, is a referendum on
general autonomy for the Western Cape. That’s likely to have lots
of different questions. We would
push very strongly for independence to be one of those questions on that referendum. I think
the DA have already said they’re
very keen for control of the police
and railways.”
Listen to the full interview
‘We want out of SA’ – 36% in
Western Cape want independence

outh Africa agreed to sell a majority stake in the country’s grounded national
carrier SAA to a local jet-leasing company and private-equity firm, ridding the
government of an entity that has long been a drain on state finances, reports
Bloomberg.

IN SHORT
AngloGold shares dropped 30% in past year

AngloGold Ashanti has had a bad year, with the company’s lack of
a permanent CEO and a suspension of its Ghana mine operations
weighing on the stock. Investor sentiment began to sour three days
after the company’s shares rose to a record on July 27. That’s when CEO
Kelvin Dushnisky shocked stakeholders by announcing his resignation.

Prosus buys $257m stake in GoodHabitz

Prosus NV agreed to buy a majority stake in European online employeetraining platform GoodHabitz for €212m ($257m), extending the
e-commerce giant’s push into education. The deal will be used to
accelerate the expansion of GoodHabitz, Netherlands-based Prosus
said in a statement. It follows the $1.8bn acquisition of tech-knowledge
sharing site Stack Overflow in the US earlier this month.

Alexander Forbes on the hunt for new acquisitions
Alexander Forbes is on the hunt for businesses to acquire to build out
its employee-benefits offering after finalising plans to exit its insurance
arm. The South African retirement and investment adviser is boosting
its surplus capital and selling its risk and retail business operations
to Sanlam.

Aspen on disposal of contaminated J&J vaccines

Aspen was extremely disappointed to learn over the past weekend
that specific batches of the J&J Covid-19 vaccine manufactured at its
Gqeberha production site and designated for the South African market
have to be destroyed due to the Good Manufacturing Practice risk of
isolated material in the drug substance supplied to Aspen by J&J from
their contract manufacturing partner in the USA, Emergent.

SA to dispose of contaminated J&J vaccines

South Africa will dispose of 2 million Johnson & Johnson Covid-19
vaccines following a US ruling that ingredients for the country’s doses
may have been contaminated during production in a plant in Baltimore,
according to President Cyril Ramaphosa. The news marks a major
setback in the country’s vaccine rollout just as a third wave of infections
is gathering pace.
Visit BizNews.com for the latest business and finance news

S

outh Africa-born business magnate Elon Musk has hit back at financial services
entrepreneur Magda Wierzycka over allegations, in a BizNews interview, that
he manipulated the price of Bitcoin for his own purposes in a pump-anddump tactic.

View the full video here

“I’m worried about our mining shares
- they are rolling over a little” – David
Shapiro

View the full video here

Prosus extends foothold; De Ruyter
faces death threats; vaccinated SA's
unwelcome in Mauritius

Cape Town, tourism and tax – a 12J
opportunity with 12Cape
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Eskom CEO André de Ruyter faces death threats

S

ince taking over the reins at the
embattled state-owned entity, Eskom
CEO André de Ruyter has managed
to pay back over R90bn, reducing Eskom’s
debt from R496bn to R401bn in just
18 months. Having just been cleared of
racism charges laid against him by former
chief procurement officer at Eskom, Solly
Tshitangano, De Ruyter is in the headlines
again – this time because of death threats
he’s received from those who oppose his
current bid to clean up corruption at
Eskom. This article was first published on
MyBroadband. – Claire Badenhorst
By MyBroadband
Eskom CEO André de Ruyter has been facing
death threats and unfounded allegations after
starting a clean-up operation at the power
utility.
This was revealed in a News24 interview
where he discussed his work to turn around
the company which has been gutted by
corruption and mismanagement. The

Eskom chief executive André de Ruyter
interview took place less than two weeks after
senior counsel Ishmael Semenya found that
allegations against De Ruyter were without
substance.
The allegations — made by former Eskom
chief procurement officer Solly Tshitangano —

BizNews Power Hour
with Alec Hogg
The BizNews Power Hour, hosted by Alec Hogg, airs weeknights at 5:30pm on
Cape Town's Fine Music Radio (101.3FM) and in Johannesburg at 7pm on ChaiFM
(101.9FM). You can also catch it on www.biznewsradio.com.

BizNews
Power
Hour

BizNews
Power
Hour

A number of top asset managers recently teamed together against the
complex shareholding structure and lack of management alignment
in South Africa’s two largest businesses – Naspers and Prosus. The
Naspers executive team, led by chief executive Bob van Dijk, has been
under scrutiny by market participants for a number of years. Delphine
Govender joined the BizNews Power Hour to give her view of the
situation as a steward of shareholder funds.

Founder and Executive Chairman of the Sygnia Group and one of the
world’s most coveted businesswomen, Magda Wierzycka, lashed out
at Tesla and SpaceX chief executive Elon Musk, calling his market
moving social media activities unacceptable. This made its way onto
Twitter, where Musk called Wierzycka’s comments ‘incorrect’.

included abuse of power, racial discrimination,
poor governance, irregular recruitment,
irregular staff appointments, and unlawful
procurement. Tshitangano was dismissed for
gross misconduct and breach of duties and
responsibilities, among other charges.
Commenting on the allegations and death
threats against him, De Ruyter said it has a
momentary impact.
“But then, what ultimately motivates me is to
prove my detractors and critics wrong — and
then I carry on,” he told News24.
The death threats and false allegations
against De Ruyter should not come as a
surprise. Eskom spokesperson Sikonathi
Mantshantsha said there is a “huge fightback
from the elements that are responsible for the
poor state of affairs at Eskom”. He said the
criminals who have looted Eskom and the
South African economy are not “going to give
up lightly the privilege they have enjoyed over
the years”. Billions in fraud and corruption
have taken place in South Africa and a lot of
it has happened at Eskom.
“The [corrupt] people are still around,

and they are still in positions of power
within Eskom… and in the government
and business,” Mantshantsha said. What is
happening at Eskom now, under Eskom CEO
André de Ruyter, is a clean-up operation that
many people are not happy about. “So, you
will have these allegations and complaints
about him,” Mantshantsha said. “We regard it
as a fightback from the people who have been
benefitting from the collapse of Eskom and the
total collapse of governance over the years.”
The good news, he said, is that a lot has been
achieved at Eskom to clean up the rot and
corruption. The current management team
and board are dedicated to fighting corruption
and mismanagement at the power utility.
“When we learn about wrongdoing on
the part of people working at Eskom or its
suppliers, we investigate and do what should
be done,” he said. He added that there are
also key people in the government who are
looking after the interests of the country in
terms of good governance.
To read the full article, click here

Click here to catch the live stream of the BizNews
Power Hour, weekdays from 5:30 - 6:30pm.
How to liberate SA? “Destroy this virus
called the ANC,” says Herman Mashaba

SA dominates list of top 10
lifestyle estates in the world

BizNews
Power
Hour

Tshepo Mahloele, CEO at Harith, is one of the originators of the $630m
Pan African Infrastructure Development Fund. He has partnered with
Gidon Novick, who has stepped back into the airline industry. With
these two at the helm, SAA may just have a fighting chance.

BizNews
Power
Hour

As is customary for a Monday, veteran portfolio manager David
Shapiro unpacked the important investment matters at hand for the
week ahead. Markets aside, David also shares his thoughts on electric
vehicles, themes from the G7 summit and all things Magda Wierzycka.

BizNews
Power
Hour

Naspers came to a crossroads last week as 36 activist investors teamed
together against the complex shareholding structure and lack of
management alignment in Naspers and Prosus. Steven Nathan joined
the BizNews Power Hour to comment on the management of Naspers
and the giant’s precarious position. Another significant deal, Alexander
Forbes’ sale of its life insurance to Sanlam, was also discussed.
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Secret to doing more than you think you can

C

ould it be as simple as flipping an
imaginary switch in your head?

By Mark van Dijk

Picture it: Oxford University, May 6, 1954.
The Iffley Road running track. Roger
Bannister has just become the first person
in the world to run a mile (1.6km) in less
than four minutes.
Before this achievement, the four-minute
mile was thought to be impossible. You’d
have to run at 15 miles (24km) per hour,
they said. It couldn’t be done, they said.
Obviously, they were wrong. What happened next was even more interesting. Just
two months later, the record was broken
again – and again.
In the 65-odd years since then, more than
1,400 runners have cracked the four-minute mile, which has become the standard
for male professional middle-distance
runners.
Professor Tim Noakes of the Sports Science Institute of South Africa believes there
is a switch in the human brain that limits
our physical efforts.
He calls it “the central governor”. In
a landmark 2012 paper, he wrote that
marathon running provides evidence that
human athletes race “in anticipation”, by
setting a variable pace at the start.

What if your brain has a similar “central
governor” that imposes limits on what
you can achieve – and what if you could
flip a switch that removes those limits and
invites abundance into your life?
According to research, you do – and you
can. A team at the Donders Institute for
Brain, Cognition and Behaviour at Radboud University in Nijmegen, the Netherlands, used neuroimaging to confirm
that a “scarcity mindset negatively affects
the neural mechanisms that underly your
goal-directed decision-making”.
According to study lead Inge Huijsmans,

this is even more pronounced in situations
where people used to have more resources
than they currently have.
In other words, if you think you can’t do
something, especially if you think you used
to be able to do it, but can’t anymore, then
you’re likely to be right. But only because
of the limits you have placed on yourself.
Now what if you could flip switch that
around, using the same neural networking?
Author Stephen Covey touched on this in
The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People,
contrasting the “scarcity mindset” with the
“abundance mindset”.

“Most people are deeply scripted in what
I call the Scarcity Mentality,” Covey wrote.
“They see life as having only so much, as
though there were only one pie out there.
And if someone were to get a big piece of
the pie, it would mean less for everybody
else.”
What Covey calls the Abundance Mentality, on the other hand, flows out of a deep
inner sense of personal worth and security.
“It is the paradigm that there is plenty out
there and enough to spare for everybody,”
he writes. “It results in sharing of prestige,
of recognition, of profits, of decision-making. It opens possibilities, options, alternatives and creativity.”
Neuroscientist Tara Swart builds on this
concept in her book, The Source: The
Secrets of the Universe, the Science of the
Brain.
“To be creative, we also need to develop a
certain level of confidence in our right to
express our unique take on things; to value
our own ideas and interpretations,” she
writes.
She adds that when she was at school, she
was told she wasn’t creative just because
she wasn’t good at drawing.
“It turns out there is a generation of people
afflicted by this myth,” she writes.
Read the full article here

The rand has not yet lost its winning streak
N
egative headlines about the
rand at the start of the week are
exaggerated. That’s the message
from TreasuryONE currency strategist
Andre Cilliers, who explains why the rand
has lost some of its recent strength against
the US dollar. In this week’s Currency Focus,
Cilliers told Jackie Cameron of BizNews
that there has also been some good news
in South Africa that is likely to play a role
in strengthening the rand’s value. - Claire
Badenhorst
Andre Cilliers on why there’s negative
sentiment towards the rand
“What happened over the past week is that
we got the inflation figures out of America
and that missed the target again. Now, the
initial reaction was sort of no reaction at all
and the rand stayed stable and the dollar
stayed stable. And then by the day thereafter, we saw that the dollar had actually
gained some strength. Equity markets
gained quite a bit on the back of that and
on the back of the stronger dollar, the rand
had retreated – and I want to say slightly,
because, you know, R13.78, R13.65 – come
on. If people want to start talking about the
rand has now wilted and we’re losing its
winning streak – I think it’s a little bit too
early to say that.
It’s in reaction [to] the stronger dollar.
Nothing to do with the rand. The rand still
remains very much on the front foot. And
people should stop looking purely [at] the

TreasuryONE currency strategist Andre
Cilliers
value of the rand against the dollar. It’s the
value of the currency against a basket of
currencies. And you just have to look at the
pound and you just have to look at the euro
and you will see that the rand [has] not
really lost a lot of value. Still strong, still
doing well, and you can always expect that
if it made a heck of a long winning streak,
that you will see a little bit of profit-taking
and it’s just sort of stalling a little bit.”
On whether the news of SAA and electricity
privatisation has made a difference to the
rand
“I think in the medium term it will make
a change. You must remember that the
change on the electricity side for the one

megawatt to the hundred needs to be
legislated. It needs to be promulgated
and that will be done within the next 60
days. If you look at that and you look at
the expansion that could come from that,
it would really stimulate investment into
private power plants, if one can call it that.
And that bodes well for the investment side
and could attract quite a lot of investment,
both locally and also from foreigners. And
it would obviously, if we can sort out the
electricity crisis, then it would sort out a
lot of problems and it would stimulate long
term growth into the economy. But it’s not
something that happens overnight. As I
say, it’s 60 days before it gets legislated and
then it takes a while to build a power plant.
And I mean, it’s not as if you can make the
decision today and then tomorrow morning the power plant is up and running
– but definitely very positive in sorting
out these things. The same on the airline
side. Now, I’m not overly optimistic about
where they get the investors from because
that’s, as far as I’m concerned, pension
fund money from state pensioners and
state employees. So I’m not overly positive
about that. But what is really, really positive
is that the government is willing to give
up 51% of the airline. So they are willing
to take a back seat and put that into equity
partners in a 51% to 49% partnership and
that bodes well. That is a very big shift
from government. And if that continues,
that will once again stimulate growth going

forward and it could attract quite a lot of
foreign investment.”
Listen to the full interview

Commodity prices causing rand
strength – Andre Cilliers
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Fight for forgotten WW2 hero Job Maseko
A
South African living in Somerset in
the United Kingdom has launched
a campaign to get recognition for
Job Maseko, a South African soldier and
stretcher-bearer for the Allied Forces during
the Second World War. Bill Gillespie believes
that Maseko – who single-handedly blew up
a German ship – should have been given a
Victoria Cross. Gillespie was told the story
of Maseko by his father who also fought in
the Second World War for the Allied Forces.
In this interview, Gillespie tells BizNews that
he believes Maseko should have been given
the same honours as other South African
soldiers who fought in WW2, and he has
started a petition on change.org – a cause
that has received considerable support thus
far. – Linda van Tilburg
Bill Gillespie on why he took an interest in
Job Maseko’s story
“Well, I was writing my book, which is
called ‘Apartheid Lives Divided’, under my
pseudonym Bill Duncan. I mentioned Job
Maseko because my dad, when I was a little
boy, mentioned this very brave African POW
– as he was a prisoner of war in Tobruk –
who had done this incredible brave feat of
blowing up a German boat carrying military
equipment which was probably destined to
El Alamein. So in some ways, I think it could
have helped the allied cause in winning that
battle, even if it was in a small way.
He went along and he thought, this is probably
a dangerous thing to do because he knew if he
was caught, he would have been shot. I mean,
there’s no question about it. He’d have been
executed. And he went and got this empty
condensed milk tin and filled it with some

was it. Ja, I mean, he did this incredible thing
which really would have affected the German
war effort adversely, I’m sure.”

gunpowder, which he had got from some
bullets that the Germans had dropped. And
he pulled up the condensed milk tin and then
he managed to get himself a fuse. I think he
must have gone into these German stores
and got himself a long fuse, which was 12
feet [long].
He went on board the ship, which they were
actually offloading, and he said to his friends,
just distract the Germans while I place this
condensed milk tin in some fuel. He emptied
a small portion of a drum of petrol onto the
floor of the hold in the ship, and he put his
condensed milk tin there and I believe a bit of
straw, which he must have brought on board
as well, and then he unravelled the fuse and
lit it and then ran like anything and joined his
friends on the shore. They went off back to
their camp and he thought there was nothing
happening, so he thought the fuze must have
snuffed itself out. And I think he had barely
said that and there was this massive explosion
and the ship sank so fast, apparently. And that

On how Gillespie’s father heard the story
“Well, everyone knew the story. I mean, it
just went around from officer to officer. My
dad was a major in the Transvaal Scottish and
they just, you know, like anything, it was a
very brave deed – it got around very quickly.
And I think the fact that it was an African, it
was just a bigger talking point because they
were so amazed how this chap who actually
volunteered, it wasn’t really even his war and
he went and volunteered, and over and above
that [he] went and made his own decision to
do this incredibly brave deed.”

On black South Africans who fought for Britain
in WW2
“There were 74,000 black soldiers that
volunteered to go up with the native
contingent, as it was called, and they went up
north and they were each attached to different
regiments. I believe Job Maseko was attached
to the Middlellandse Regiment, which is from
the Karoo, and him and a few of his other
peers were attached to that regiment, as were
other blacks attached to other South African
regiments as well.”
On his efforts to get recognition for Job
Maseko in the UK
“I’ve raised a petition which has been quite
successful. It’s had well over a thousand people
contributing to it. But I don’t think I’m going
to get very far with the Victoria Cross because
they say it’s got to be put in within five years
of the deed being done. Unfortunately, they

probably won’t even look at it, but I feel that’s
so unfair because it wasn’t Job’s fault. I mean,
the fact that he was black – there shouldn’t
be a statute of limitations, or whatever you
call it, on the awarding of a Victoria Cross
in those circumstances, anyway.”
Listen to the full interview

Paul Gorries on training SA Olympic medal hopefuls

A

fter being postponed last year, the
Tokyo Olympic Games are going
ahead in July, under the cloud of
the Covid-19 pandemic. Locals in Japan are
wary and athletes are anxious – but for the
rest of us, this is the event we need to lift
our spirits after a dreadful year. One team
that will be followed with bated breath is
the 4 x 100 metre relay team. SA sprinters
Gift Leotela, Thando Dlodlo, Clarence
Munyai and Akani Simbine – all from the
Tuks Athletics Club – managed to clinch
a gold medal at the World Athletics Relay
Championship in May. BizNews caught up
with team coach Paul Gorries to find out
how they are preparing and ask him what
he thinks the team’s chances are. He also
reveals what one of our biggest hopes for
medals in the Olympics, superstar Wayde
van Niekerk, has been up to. – Linda van
Tilburg
On the World Athletics Relay Championship
win
“I was happy. It’s a project that started in
2015/2016 that is finally starting to pay off.
We still made a lot of mistakes, though – the
first exchange wasn’t as perfect. On the [baton]
exchanges we still have a lot of work [to do].

On the mental and physical preparations
athletes go through
“For me, it comes quite easy. I was an athlete
myself. I know how most of these guys think,
what they want and what they need. For me,
I’m more of a supporting structure. It’s all onto
the athletes. I can just give them the tools –
it’s what they do with the tools on race day.”

Going into Tokyo, if our exchanges are like
that, we might come up short.”
On preparations for Tokyo
“Most of the guys in the relay squad are on
their own at the moment, some with their
personal coaches. I have one athlete – my
own personal athlete – that was in the squad,
Thando Dlodlo. At this point in time, we’re

focusing on getting the 100 metre time down
[and] hopefully trying to qualify for the games
by the 29th. On a daily basis, I see the likes
of Akani and Clarence as well. At this point
in time, everyone is just focusing on their
own event – but by improving in their own
event, it helps a lot with the relay. From the
12th until the 22nd of July, we will have a
training camp and the final team will probably
be announced around the beginning of July.”

On the chances of SA winning a medal
“Our chances are pretty good. It all depends
on the day. If I look at 2019 – and I don’t like
to make predictions – [but] after the semifinal,
we definitely thought we were going to [get
a] medal. We ran a really good semifinal and
we did beat the likes of Japan and China and
Brazil – all of them. In the final, we made a
mistake. That mistake cost us because at the
time we made a mistake, we were in second
position.
So if we got that exchange right, we definitely
could have received a medal in 2019. The
athletes know and I know what we want to
do – we all want a medal – but we’re rather
just focusing on getting those exchanges and
the combinations right. If we do that right,
I’m sure it will pay off in Tokyo.”
Listen to the full interview
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On the Money: New/used car? Buying/leasing?
Budding stock market investor and BizNews journalist Jarryd Neves sends out
an invitation to anyone who wants to ask questions about share investing – but
is too embarrassed to ask. Write to jarryd@biznews.com and tune in for his
regular Monday column: On the Money.
By Jarryd Neves

F

or many, car ownership is a necessary
expense. They need something to
take them from A to B, cart the kids
around and haul groceries to and fro twice a
month. In these cash-conscious times, many
prefer to have something that is light on fuel,
easy to repair and cheap to insure.
While these are all very sensible things
to prioritise in a vehicle, people are often
unwilling to budge on the aforementioned
criteria, yet willingly spend over R10,000
p/m on vehicle instalments. They’ll tell you
that buying a brand new car brings them
peace of mind, and that if anything were to
go wrong, there’s a warranty/maintenance
plan to protect them.
But let’s be honest. Unless you really love
cars, I’m sure you’d rather spend that
R10,000 p/m on something else? A holiday,
a retirement fund? Your bond payment,
maybe. And don’t think I’m being silly,
either. R10,000 p/m gets you behind the
wheel of a modest, family SUV like a Toyota RAV4. Let’s look at potential options
that suit your needs and could trim your
monthly budget.

BizNews journalist Jarryd Neves

A case for buying new

Knowing you’re the first person to drive
your showroom-fresh vehicle will put you
at ease, with the likelihood of mechanical
maladies being quite small. Of course, if
something does go wrong, you’ve got a
warranty to fall back on. You’re also most
likely purchasing a vehicle with the latest
safety features – something you cannot put
a price on.
As lovely as that new car smell is, you’re
going to be a victim of depreciation once
you drive off the showroom floor. New car
salespeople are also less likely to give you a
discount, as the price is pre-determined by
the manufacturer.

Buying a new car brings peace of mind.

A case for buying used

The most obvious benefit to buying a used
car is the discount. Courtesy of depreciation, you can purchase a two or three-year
old car for a lot less than a new car would
cost. A large secondhand market also
means there’s plenty to choose from, meaning you can take your time to shop around
for the best deal.
The risk comes, mostly, when buying older
used cars. Not knowing the full history
of your potential purchase is dicey – you
could end up with an absolute lemon.
While some used cars do have the remainder of a warranty and/or maintenance/
service plan left, most don’t. That means
that repairs and servicing will come from
your pocket. Less important – but still
worth considering – is the limited choice
in personalisation. You buy a used car as is,
you can’t choose any special options.
Buying vs Leasing
Many people are choosing to lease their
vehicles these days. While still a relatively
new option in South Africa, leasing has
enjoyed great popularity with consumers,
particularly in America. Leasing can be
seen as a long-term rental. Typically, a
leasing contract is much shorter (3-4 years)
compared to financing a car (5-6 years).
Like you would do when purchasing a
vehicle, leasing requires a deposit and a
monthly instalment. However, the monthly premium is far less than a vehicle loan
payment.
Let’s use BMW as an example. Leasing a
118i hatchback (for three years with an

80,000 km limit) would set a customer
back approximately R8,400 p/m. This is
with a R50,000 deposit. At the end of the
contract, you hand the vehicle over and
potentially lease a newer model.
Financing the same vehicle over five
years (with no mileage limit) would cost
you approximately R11,500 p/m, with a
R50,000 deposit and no balloon payment.
Unlike the leasing model, at the end of
your contract you own your BMW. It’s clear
to see why leasing has grown in popularity
– you get to drive a new car (albeit with a
mileage limit) for a lot less than expected,
and with none of the stress that comes with
ownership.
Companies like FlexClub offer another
alternative. Through a subscription service,
members get access to different cars that
suit their requirements – simply ordering
a car and having it delivered to their home.
The company allows you to swop cars or
cancel your subscription, making it ideal
for those individuals who require a car, but
not all the time.
There are myriad choices out there for
consumers, all designed to give individuals
the best consumer experience possible. Sit
down with your budget to see what would
suit you best. Some prefer owning a car
over leasing, but the benefits of leasing are
undeniable. Similarly, consider whether
you really need a new car, when a quality
used vehicle will save you plenty of money
in the long run.
Read the full column here

Global equities still the preferred asset class
Brought to you by Brenthurst Wealth

I

f daily news headlines are to be
believed, the world is entering another
commodities supercycle that promises
to power certain sectors out of a Covid
gloom. This narrative is always especially
appealing for South African investors given
the further boost this would give to local
resources stocks.
The latest frenzy has sparked excited talk
about a reoccurrence of the 2000s supercycle after the rise in key commodity prices
this year.
The spike of some 20 years ago was driven
at the time by China’s rapid expansion. Its
massive industrialisation and urbanisation
programmes were gobbling up resources
about as fast as they could be exported.
This seemingly insatiable demand for resources is the common denominator with
previous supercycles.
Take the early 1900s supercycle that was
driven by US industrialisation, while the
1930s boom came on the back of global
rearmament. The same demand-driven growth fuelled the 1950s and 1960s
supercycle as Europe and Japan underwent
a period of reindustrialisation and recon-

Brian Butchart is the Managing Director for
Brenthurst Wealth Management
struction after the Second World War.
And now, as the global economy ticks up
after the Covid lockdowns of 2020, we have
seen prices for commodities from oil to
corn to copper spike in response to new
demand.
Domestically, this has played out in local

resources stocks benefiting as the price of
precious metals have also climbed inexorably upward.
Commodities in general have seen a
significant price rise over the last year with
copper, corn, oil, lumber, lean-hogs and
iron-ore being amongst the star performers.
But what are we witnessing?
Is it a mirage?
Hear me out on this point: I do not believe
that what we are seeing in 2021 is a repeat
of the previous commodity supercycles.
Given the rise in the prices this year my
assessment seems churlish. But let us look
at the facts to back up my contrarian view.
Supercycles are rare, occurring every 50 to
60 years and result from long term supply/
demand imbalances that cause prices to
persist above the trend.
And what we are seeing today, I believe,
is not an imbalance that can keep prices
higher than usual for an extended period.
On the demand side, for instance, the transition to a low-carbon economy is denting
orders for certain metals. Governments
across the world pledged to reduce net
carbon emissions to zero by 2050.
Read the full article here

Beware of Yesteryear’s winners
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Pegas: Big car refinement, small car price tag
By Jarryd Neves

F

or decades, the sedan has enjoyed
great popularity with South African
consumers – people who simply
required a sensible, practical and spacious
family vehicle. In the last few years, however,
manufacturers have started to shy away from
the traditional family car, as demand for
crossovers and SUVs increase.

Still, that doesn’t mean there’s no demand
for sedans. They’re the third most popular
body style in SA – with the A and B-segment
making up over 39% of sedan sales in SA.
Lacking a competitor in the local market,
Kia has launched the new Pegas – a Korean
alternative to the likes of the Honda Amaze
and Suzuki Dzire. Unlike its main rivals,
the Kia measures over four metres, giving it
impressive boot space, passenger room and

sleeker styling.
The front-end has the traditional ‘tiger-nose’
grille, sharing a lot of styling attributes with
the Rio hatchback. The rear styling is tasteful
and restrained, with reflector strips housed
in the bumper. Finished in Marcato Red, it
cuts a rather handsome figure.
Inside, you’ll find a seven-inch infotainment
screen (with Android Auto/Apple CarPlay,
Bluetooth and Aux/USB capability), all-round
electric windows, dual front airbags and Isofix
child seat anchors. The higher-spec EX model
gains artificial leather seats, cruise control
and front fog lamps, among other features.

Both the LX and top-spec EX derivatives
receive rear parking sensors and a reverse
camera, as standard
Interior space is impressive, with plenty of
room for passengers. The rear in particular is
cavernous, offering plenty of legroom – even
for the tallest of passengers. Equally excellent

is the cavernous boot. 475 litres of packing
space gives the Pegas one of the largest load
bays in its class, with plenty of capacity for
luggage or groceries.
Up front, the faux leather-trimmed seats
are comfortable and supportive, although I
could have done with a touch more thigh
support. An adjustable steering wheel and
height adjustable driver’s seat makes it easy
for most to get comfortable behind the tiller.
On the road, it is comfortable, the plump
175/70/R14 tyres and supple suspension
working together to provide an absorbent ride.
The 1.4-litre, naturally-aspirated petrol engine
provides lively performance and refinement,
fading into the background when cruising.
The powertrain is notably quiet at idle, with
very little noise permeating the cabin.
It pairs well with the five-speed manual
gearbox, which is slick-shifting and an
absolute joy to use. Changes are crisp and
smooth, feeling more like a hot hatch than a
well-priced family car. The four-pot motor
offers up a decent 69kW and 6,000 r/min and
132Nm of torque at 4,000 r/min. In town, it
performs admirably, taking off from traffic
lights and intersections with gusto. On the
highway, it sits at the national speed limit
comfortably, with just enough power on tap
to safely overtake.
Kia claims an average fuel consumption figure
of just 5.7 L/100 km. On our jaunt around

Cape Town, I managed to achieve 6.5 L – not
bad, considering the heavy midday traffic and
generous use of the air-conditioning.

Spacious and solidly-built, the Pegas offers
up a feature-rich cabin, too. (Automatic EX
model shown)
The steering is direct and has a nice heft
to it, making it a surprisingly entertaining
car to pilot. Not that it necessarily matters
to the average consumer, but the Pegas is
undoubtedly more fun to drive than its rivals.
The budget sedan segment is hotly contested,
with plenty of competent offerings for
consumers to choose from. They all offer
excellent value for money, great fuel efficiency
and plenty of space. The Pegas goes further
than that, though.
Read the full article here
Kia Picanto X-Line 1.2 Manual: Grown
up fun

Peugeot 2008 GT – The lion’s got its roar back
By Jarryd Neves

W

hen you think of motoring
pedigree, your mind often
races to brands like Ferrari
or Mercedes-Benz. Iconic brands which,
through innovation and racing success, have
become admired and much-loved across the
world. There are car manufacturer’s who
have an equally long and illustrious history,
yet have seemingly fell through the cracks.

Peugeot is one such brand. Not only is it one
of the oldest companies in the world (founded
in 1858) but it has incredible motorsport
pedigree and a history peppered with some
of the finest road cars. Their rallying success
with the 205 Turbo 16 and later, the 206 WRC,
cemented their reputation for no-nonsense,
durable performance cars. On the touring car
track, the Ultron 406 battled it out with rivals
from Volvo, Ford and Toyota – often on two
wheels as it carved up corners.
On the road, the ancient 404 workhorses
conquered Africa while in Europe, the 405

Mi16 showed their performance car prowess.
So why is it that most South Africans only
have negative things to say when Peugeot is
brought up?
Well, in the last 20 years, Peugeot’s production
car line-up was certainly what you’d call less
than desirable. Reliability and build quality
issues plagued the French brand, with many
vowing never to buy a car from the Paris-based
brand. All that has changed, thankfully, and
Peugeot is back to building some brilliant cars.

Rakish rear end hides a simply commodious
boot. Handy secret storage compartment lives
beneath the boot floor
Take the 2008 GT I spent some time with
recently. First off, it looks absolutely fantastic.
In a marketplace where most compact SUVs
are starting to resemble each other, the 2008
is a breath of fresh air. From the distinctive
“3-claw” headlamp design, the squared-off
bonnet and detailed radiator grille, it certainly
stands out from the crowd.
The interior is just as tasteful. Compared
to its closest rival, the Volkswagen T-Cross,

the materials used are far plusher and more
luxurious. Everything you touch feels soft
and textured. The interior design is very
avantgarde, seemingly inspired by a fighter jet
cockpit. You have switches shaped like airline
toggles, a wraparound dashboard that cocoons
you and wonderful ambient lighting (on the
GT, at least) that makes it a really special place
to be. In my opinion, it’s got the best cabin in
class. Add in the quirky, two-spoke steering
wheel and the fantastic 3D i-Cockpit, and
it’s a winner.
That being said, the infotainment system is
overcomplicated and very tough to master.
Operated via touchscreen, simple things –
like changing the cabin temperature – can be
difficult to do, due to the various menus and
sub-menus. I’d prefer analogue dials to adjust
the climate controls, too. At least the 2008 GT
is very well-equipped. It comes standard with
features the Germans charge extra for. Indeed,
rear parking sensors, a reverse camera, LED
headlamps, climate control, navigation and
seat heating are just a few of the many goodies
that come as standard. A three-year/60 000
km service plan is part of the package.
Comfort wise, the front seats are brilliant.
They’re body-hugging and very supportive.
They look great, too – trimmed in fauxleather and a retro houndstooth material. The
standard heating will warm your bottom in
mere seconds (just nine, I timed it) and overall,
there is ample adjustment. For a compact SUV,
space at the rear is rather impressive, too. A
1.8m tall adult can fit easily in the rear. While
headroom may be a bit of a struggle, knee

room is generous. The boot is commodious,
offering up 434 L of luggage space. Flip the
60/40 split rear seats down, and you’ve got 1
467 L of packing space.
To drive, it’s an equally positive experience.
The 2008 shares its 96 kW/230 Nm 1.2-litre,
three-cylinder turbopetrol with other Stellantis
products, like the new Opel Corsa. It may not
sound like much, but the Peugeot pulls like
a train. Zero to 100 km/h is dispatched in
9.1 seconds, but it’s the in-gear acceleration
that impresses most. With all that torque,
it feels like a diesel, simply surging ahead
before running out of revs. This does affect
fuel economy, though. But, if you drive it like
a sensible person, you’ll easily match Peugeot’s
claimed figure of 6.4 L/100 km.

Through the corners, there’s not much to rave
about – and that’s okay. It’s refreshing to drive
a mainstream vehicle that puts a concentrated
emphasis on comfort and ride quality.
Read the full article here

